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DENVER LAW JOURNAL
VOLUME 44 SUMMER 1967 NUMBER 3
TRANSNATIONAL TRANSACTIONS,
TECHNOLOGY AND THE LAW:
AN ANALYSIS OF CURRENT TRENDS
By LAWRENCE C. MCQUADE*
Mr. McQuade's article is an elaboration of a speech he de-
livered at the Western Regional Conference on Transnational
Transactions, held at the University of Denver Law Center in
April 1967. In it he discusses the impact of technological change
on society. He examines four aspects of technology which bear
directly on transnational business, and suggests that the need for
a legal and institutional framework which will promote more ef-
fective transnational use of technology poses a challenge to the
lawyer to make full and beneficial use of his creative talents.
"The discovery of phlogiston is but a first step toward an end-
less march of scientific progress and social turmoil."
- Axophinius, circa fifth century B.C.
INTRODUCTION
T HE dynamics of the law reflect - sometimes too slowly - the
dynamics of society. Nowhere does this idea manifest itself
more clearly than in the era of science and technology. The icono-
clasm of science at its best puts society on its mettle. American busi-
nessmen, at least, accept the challenge with skill and pleasure. They
pour forth ingenuity, organization, and energy to move science's by-
products into the stream of our economy. In this process of creativity,
the law has a responsibility to facilitate these economic and social
processes by providing a degree of order within which creativity can
prevail over confusion.
Out of technology - that vigorous offspring of science - flows
an impulse to change and innovation in commerce and industry. For
the businessman of breadth and imagination, it opens new horizons.
For the self-satisfied and the stand-patters, it poses a peril to markets
and customers which can no longer be taken for granted. For the
lawyer, it calls for adaptation and change at a rate fast enough to
*Assistant Secretary for Domestic and International Business, U.S. Department of
Commerce.
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foster the new, yet moderate enough to preserve a responsible measure
of stability and respect for the virtues of values which have endured
the tests of experience.
The dynamic tradition of America welcomes the challenge of
technology. Four of its aspects bear directly upon transnational busi-
ness and, hence, upon the lawyer with clients dealing across national
lines: (1) the impact on trade; (2) the psychological-political-prac-
tical imbroglio it creates between the United States and Europe; (3)
the promise it can hold for the economic problems of the less devel-
oped world; and (4) the legal and institutional framework needed
to foster more effective use of technology transnationally.
I. INTERNATIONAL TRADE
First, science and technology keep changing the pattern and rela-
tive progress in international trade. The impact of technology on the
pattern and progress of international trade has never been stronger
than in this new era of astronautics, electronics, and nucleonics.
Obviously this is true in the case of faster and better communi-
cations and transport. Containerization, refrigeration, pipelines and
other new transport techniques keep altering practicalities, costs, and
trade patterns - opening up new opportunities on a worldwide basis
for the businessman in inland areas like Denver - and threatening
those who fail to keep up with the times.
Science and technology, of course, continually alter the kind and
quality of goods and services which enter into international markets.
Close to half of the dollar volume of our expanding United States
exports, for example, now consists of such "high technology" prod-
ucts as machinery, transport equipment, and chemicals1 - all made
by highly skilled, highly paid American workers. The dynamics of
this process have profound effects upon our trade balance and our
trade pattern.
For those in and out of Government concerned with the health
of the nation's balance of payments, this dynamic has important im-
plications.2 As a practical matter, the world-wide involvements of the
United States mean that we need, over a period of time, a trade sur-
plus on the order of $5 billion or more in order to pay for recurrent
I In 1966, United States export performance was particularly strong in products
incorporating advanced engineering features, such as computers, heating and cooling
equipment and pumps. Shipments of these items rose from 20% to 30% over the
previous year. The increases might have been even larger had not military require-
ments and civilian demand in the United States market reduced export capabilities.
Exports Set Rapid Pace But Trade Surplus Shrinks, INT'L COM., Feb. 20, 1967, at 50.
2 The balance of payments dimension is outlined in McQuade, Corporate Voluntary
Balance of Payments Program and the Lawyer, in PRIVATE INVESTORS ABROAD-
STRUCTURES AND SAFEGUARDS 205 (V. Cameron ed. 1966).
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outlays for the national security, overseas travel by our citizens, and
the like. But, our balance of trade has met this objective in only two
of the last five years. In addition, the United States share of the
total value of free world trade has been declining, from 22.5 percent
in 1954 to 19 percent in 1966.'
Technological innovations and applications support our broad
effort to expand our exports and reduce the deficit in our balance of
international payments. In 1965, the United States earned an esti-
mated $650 million from other countries in royalty payments for
technical know-how, patents, and other intangible property licensed
abroad - about 4V2 times the $144 million we paid others.4
Furthermore, technology, by raising productivity and lowering
costs per unit of production, helps American industry compete more
effectively in world markets. Production efficiency contributes to
our high exports of such products as aircraft, computers and pharma-
ceuticals.
Technology is one of the elements of competitive strength in
world markets. But the developer of the technology may or may not
win the prizes. Research and development comprise only a part of the
innovative process. The payoff in trade accrues to those who carry
through to the market.
Japan illustrates the point. Japanese industry spends relatively
little on basic research.5 It adapts and builds upon the results of for-
eign research and development, both through the purchase of tech-
nical know-how and through production by foreign-owned subsidi-
aries. For example, the United States, the original source of tran-
sistor technology, sold $10 million worth of radios in world markets
in 1966 but bought $94 million in transistor radios from Japan alone.8
Some people say that when a nation runs a deficit in its technical
balance of payments - meaning royalties, licensing fees, and other
payments for technical know-how - it suffers both economic and
trade disadvantages as against nations with technical payments sur-
pluses. This type of simple analysis is faulty because it overlooks the
compensating benefits of resulting import savings and export gains.
These are often difficult to quantify but if measured and put into the
3Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Antitrust and Monopoly, 89th Cong., 2d Sess.,
pt. 1, at 59.
4 See Travaglini, Licensing U.S. Know-How Abroad Is Increasing, INT'L COM., July
25, 1966, at 2; reprinted in U.S. DEP'T OF COMMERCE, FOREIGN BUSINESS PRACTICES
at 26 (Apr. 1967).
5 $10.6 million in 1964, which represents 1.7% of national income. See The Japan
Development Bank, Facts and Figures on the Japanese Economy, 1966, at 167.
6 U.S. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS, U.S. IMPORTS OF MERCHANDISE FOR CONSUMPTION,




payments vs. receipts equation the balance of advantage may be found
to be with the receiver of the technology rather than the seller.7
Japan, with a continuing deficit in its technical balance of pay-
ments, is enjoying a rate of economic growth that substantially ex-
ceeds that of the United States.8 The fact that it has succeeded in
becoming one of the world's leading trading nations appears to dis-
prove the assumption that a technical payments deficit must be a
disadvantageous factor in international commerce. Japan's experience
indicates that it is not necessary for a country to spend large sums on
basic research in order to succeed in export. It can attain excellent
results simply by buying foreign technology -possibly at less ex-
pense. Moreover, it demonstrates that follow-on efforts by manage-
ment are essential to exploit fully the commercial advantages of new
scientific and technological developments. For this genius we look
to the American businessman to pursue world markets with the same
zest and intelligence he displays at home.
II. POLITICS, TECHNOLOGY, TRADE AND INVESTMENT
The second issue relevant to transnational business operations
raised by technology is political and psychological as well as eco-
nomic. Resting on the alleged superiority of the United States in
matters of science and technology, this political phenomenon is ex-
pressed in graphic terms, "Brain Drain" and "Technological Gap."9
These terms lend emotion rather than clarity to the genuine feeling
that the United States somehow has an unfair advantage over others
simply because of technological excellence.
Recently a British professor called upon the United States to
prohibit American companies from recruiting skilled manpower
abroad. The numbers of European researchers, scientists and engi-
neers leaving for greener American pastures are counted with alarm
and it is noted that fewer American scientists have gone to Europe
7 The Secretary-General of the United Nations has initiated a study of the role and
impact of international licensing arrangements in the establishment and development
of selected industries in various countries. Financing of Economic Development: Pro-
motion of Private Foreign Investment in Developing Countries - Summary and Con-
clusions, U.N. Doc. E/4293 (1967).
8 The percentage increase per year in real Gross National Product for 1960-1965 was
4.7 percent for the United States and 9.7 percent for Japan. For comparative data on
other countries, see Table 29 in COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISORS ANN. REP., accom-
panying ECONOMIC REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT, at 171 (1967).
9 A bibliography could be compiled on these two terms alone. ORGANIZATION FOR
ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT, THE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
EFFORT IN WaSTERN EUROPE, NORTH AMERICA AND THE SOVIET UNION (1965),
provides an objective evaluation of the pros and cons of technological disparities.
(Summarized in Research and Development: A Major Atlantic Issue, EUROPEAN
COMMUNITY, Mar. 1966, at 8.) For a good round-up of the relevant issues see
Guccione, That U.S.-European Technology Gap: It Stems from Deep European
Roots, CHEMICAL ENGINEERING, May 8, 1967, at 90; Technology Gap Upsets Europe,
N.Y. Times, Mar. 12, 1967, at 1, cols. 2 and 4.
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to do research. The net loss is regarded as further evidence that the
"gap" is getting wider, and "if allowed to continue, jeopardizes
Europe's economic future."'" For example, Amintore Fanfani, Italy's
Foreign Minister, has called for a ten-year cooperative plan for tech-
nological development to help redress the alleged technological im-
balance between American and European industry."
To add to the confusion, there are facts stemming from the size
and effectiveness of many new American investments in Europe
which are disconcerting to many Europeans. For example, the total
sales of General Motors has exceeded the Gross National Product of
Belgium.' 2 In Germany, Americans own over 40 percent of the pe-
troleum industry. The preeminence of the United States in computers
is but feebly challenged so far by any other country. s United States
owned or controlled companies produce over one-third of Europe's
auto sales,' 4 yet our total investment in Western Europe is modest,' 5
and we account for only a minor percentage of total business in any
single European country. To compound things further, American
companies enter into overseas markets with the same vigor they use
at home. In some industries, the arrival of energetic, iconoclastic
American management techniques into Europe has rudely jolted the
comfortable cartels with their "breakfast-table agreements" and old-
fashioned, gentlemanly courtesies among competitors.
All of these various ingredients somehow relate to each other.
While still a murky phenomenon and related to more than tech-
nology, a European attitude of concern toward United States firms
and toward the United States exists. Both American businessmen and
the American Government need to worry about it. Europeans ascribe
the so-called "gap" to the disruption of World War II, the postwar
"brain drain," and the advantages accruing to United States tech-
nological progress through our large mass market, our extensive re-
10 U.S.-Europe Gap in Science and Technology Widening, EUROPEAN COMMUNITY,
Nov. 1966, at 10, 11.
11 N.Y. Times, Oct. 8, 1966, at 12, col. 5.
12According to STANDARD AND POOR'S STANDARD CORPORATION DESCRIPTIONS 8657
(1966), General Motors' 1965 sales exceeded $20 billion. The GNP of Belgium was
$16.7 billion. INT'L FINANCIAL STATISTICS, Mar. 1967, at 54.
13 The computer industry has been watched closely as a sign that "European countries
risk being squeezed out of the science-based industries." The Wilson Community,
222 THE ECONOMIST 197 (Jan. 21, 1967). The Economist comments: "It is not
surprising that American corporations have virtually taken over the computer indus-
tries of Germany, France and Italy, and nearly knocked out the British industry too
in 1964." Id. However, the explosion in the technological application of computer-
ization is probably unique. For a summary of the development and technical exten-
sion of the electronic computer see U.S. DEP'T OF LABOR, BULL. No. 1474, TECH-
NOLOGICAL TRENDS IN MAJOR AMERICAN INDUSTRIES 3 (1966).
14 Based on statistics from Automobile Manufacturers Association, Inc., Statistical Dep't,
World Motor Vehicle Data 1965, Nov. 1966, at 22-64.
15 The total direct long-term private investment was $13.9 billion in 1965. See Pizer &
Cutler, Foreign Investments, 1965-66, SURVEY OF CURRENT Bus., Sept. 1966, at 30.
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sources, and - especially - substantial United States Government
support of military and space research and development. They say
they cannot maintain their economic growth rate in the future if the
"technological gap" continues or widens. The Europeans obviously
are concerned, and the issues they raise are of concern to us and
warrant our careful study and attention.
As a starting point, the President has charged Dr. Hornig, his
Science Advisor, to head a group within the Government to study
the real meaning of the so-called "technological gap." Under Secre-
tary of Commerce J. Herbert Hollomon serves on this group. The
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)
has also started its own study. Out of these efforts should emerge
some facts to supplant the histrionics currently in vogue and point
the way to answers as to whether there is an across-the-board "tech-
nological gap," as the Europeans seem to think, or whether there are
various kinds and degrees of technological disparities. The answer
certainly does not lie in mere scientific or technological terms.'"
A test based on spending on research and development -
amounting to about 3 percent of our .sNr - inuiCat that United
States industry is much more oriented in this direction than its Euro-
pean competitors. While the United Kingdom spends a healthy 2.6
percent of its GNP on research,' France is spending barely half this
amount and other European countries spend a good deal less.'" The
percentage differences seem less significant, however, if you consider
that about half of our research and development expenditures serve
military and space purposes, while Europeans spend relatively little
in this field.' 9 On the measure of expenditures for research and
development which are of direct benefit in upgrading the technical
level of the industrial sector of the economy, we are probably fairly
16 Guccione sums it up in the following terms:
In essence, it is small markets, small companies, relatively little availability
of risk capital, old-fashioned management practices, resistance to change on
the part of both producers and consumers, basic weaknesses in educational
systems when it comes to science and technology, and debilitating anti-trust
and fiscal policies that are the reasons for an unhappy European state of
affairs. The technology gap is merely a symptom of it.
Guccione, supra note 9, at 92.
17 In 1964-1965 Britain spent £756.6 million ($2,118.5 million) or 2.6 percent of the
GNP on research and development. COUNCIL FOR SCIENTIFIC POLICY, REPORT ON
SCIENCE POLICY, CMND. No. 3007, HMSO (1966).
18 For detailed consideration of comparative expenditures for research and development,
see Quinn, Technological Competition: Europe vs. U.S., HARV. Bus. REV., July-Aug.
1966, at 113.
19 The McGraw-Hill survey of 1966 research and development expenditures revealed
that federal financing accounted for 54 percent or $8.4 billion of the industry total.
More than half the research and development is concentrated in two industries:
aerospace, and electrical machinery and communications. Washington Post, May 12,
1967, at D8, cols. 4-5. See also ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND
DEVELOPMENT, THE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT EFFORT IN WESTERN EUROPE,
NORTH AMERICA AND THE SOVIET UNION, ch. IV.
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even with the Europeans. There is, of course, some spin-off from
United States military and space research and development as well,
but its impact on the economy in this regard is inadvertent and per-
haps less than is generally assumed. Moreover, it is a costly way to
introduce new technology into industry.20
There is no direct correlation between the size of such expendi-
tures and rate of economic growth or trade expansion. Research and
development spending obviously cannot explain why many European
economies have grown faster than our United States economy in re-
cent years, or why our United States exporters are encountering stiff
competition from European businessmen in many world markets.
Neither does it explain why the United Kingdom economy, with rela-
tively higher research and development expenditures than other Euro-
pean countries, has advanced less rapidly than its continental col-
leagues. Europe does not in fact suffer any great dearth of tech-
nological innovation and know-how. Some European firms enjoy
large foreign currency earnings from the United States and elsewhere
for the use of their technological know-how and services.2 ' If there
is a lag, it lies in the application rather than in the possession of
technology.
Such disparities as may exist between European and American
industry cannot be properly considered except in the context of other
differences between Europe and the United States: for example, in
(1) amount of capital investment per worker; (2) degree of mechan-
ization; (3) availability of resources; (4) size of business enterprises;
(5) productivity; (6) development of mass markets; (7) size of the
educational base; and (8) work habits and attitudes.
Industrial management policies and initiative in using know-how
as factors in technological progress may well be the crucial factors,
as the Japanese example suggests. A speaker from abroad broached
this view at the Symposium on Technology and World Trade, held
at the National Bureau of Standards last November. He said:
To my mind there is a gap, but I'm not certain that the reason
the gap is there is to be found in the technological field. I believe
that the fundamental reason for the gap is more a question of
mentality and attitude....
Science and technology are and have been present in Europe
many years. What we would like is the attitude necessary for the
20 Sixteen percent of companies surveyed by McGraw-Hill answered yes and 84 percent
no when asked if they had been able to take advantage of new technology resulting
from federally financed research and development. Washington Post, May 12, 1967,
at D8, col. 5.
21 Impressive testimony to this effect will be found in advertisements which Imperial
Chemical Industries, of the United Kingdom, has been running in the British press.
ICI says: "We do a brisk trade in brainwaves- the ideas thought up by our back-
room boys. Last year these earned us £37,000 a day. That's what other people paid
us for our manufacturing know-how and the rights to make our products - and they
paid most of it in foreign currencies." 72 NEW STATESMAN 311 (Sept. 2, 1966).
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creation of more big industries with leaders who know how to make
use of science and technology.22
It is reasonable to assume that our current studies will uncover
some "technological gaps" - some of which may be in favor of
Europe - but I doubt that we will find many, if any, which can be
defined as strictly "technological." My guess is that the basic diffi-
culties may be outside the area of technology.
As to remedies, some people have advanced the idea that our
Government might engage in a give-away program of technology.
This, of course, is out of the question. It neglects to take account of
the private ownership of most United States industrial technology
and fails to come to grips with what probably is one of the basic
problems: the limitations on effectively and economically transplant-
ing United States technology outside the United States market and
resource context. Except for the results of government-financed
research and development, private enterprise owns and controls
United States technology. It is often protected by patents but just
as often it is unpatented know-how, developed and perfected by its
owners. The Government could not give it away.
On the other hand, we have long cooperated with the European
nations in many fields of activity, including the sharing of tech-
nology: (1) in the OECD; (2) in the exchange of scientific and
technical information through NATO; (3) in close cooperation about
atomic energy through the European Atomic Energy Commission
(EURATOM); (4) in the European Nuclear Energy Agency; (5)
in the European Space Research Organization; and (6) in the Euro-
pean Launcher Development Organization. We share peaceful scien-
tific data and technological know-how with other nations, including
the European countries, through the United Nations and its special-
ized organizations, and through many other international groups.
Furthermore, much government-financed research and develop-
ment in military, space, atomic energy, and other fields has been
made accessible to anyone in the United States or abroad. Unless
the information is specifically related to our national security or has
been developed by industrial contractors on their own, it can be pur-
chased at nominal cost from the Commerce Department's Clearing
House for Federal Scientific and Technical Information. The Clear-
ing House was set up expressly to make government research and
development results available as widely as possible.
However, even a technology-sharing program cannot really solve
Europe's problems if it turns out to be basically non-technological.
2 Robert Major, Director of the Royal Norwegian Council for Scientific and Industrial
Research, quoted in NAT'L BUREAU OF STANDARDS, MISC. PUB. No. 284, TECH-
NOLOGY AND WORLD TRADE: PROCEEDINGS OF A SYMPOSIUM 107-08 (1967).
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If entrepreneurial, capitalization, or other difficulties are involved,
only the European nations themselves may be able to take corrective
action. There are clear signs that the real nature of the problem is
understood by many Europeans, but their efforts tend to be over-
looked in the vain hunt for facile solutions.2 3 It is a question of
practicality - not of willingness or unwillingness to cooperate. Our
most useful contribution in this instance may be to help identify the
real disparities and their fundamental causes, so that it will be pos-
sible to determine what kind of action is most appropriate.
III. GROWTH OF LESS DEVELOPED COUNTRIES
The third major transnational business aspect of science and
technology is its impact upon the economic growth prospects of the
less developed countries.24 It is quickly apparent that the greatest
"gap" in technology and its dimensions is that between the industrial-
ized countries of the world on the one hand and the less developed
countries on the other. One of our national policy objectives is to
contribute to the economic growth of these developing nations. As
President Johnson has repeatedly emphasized, we want to help these
countries help themselves. One way to do this is to help them achieve
the technological progress they want and need to advance their eco-
nomic development, living standards, and international trade. Sturdy,
self-reliant, progressing states contribute to greater stability and se-
curity in the world. Their progress serves our own and other nations'
best interests. It expands the opportunities for mutually profitable
trade and investment.
What can be done to raise the level of technology in the less
developed countries? As an early objective, create an economic en-
vironment conducive to innovation. This means change - and change
can be painful. As of today, the kind and amount of technology that
can effectively be put to work vary from country to country, industry
to industry, even product to product. The needs, objectives, and
development stage of each nation must be taken into account.
For example, a licensing agreement has been signed in Mexico
for float glass production which will give Mexico a factory that is
23 A realistic diagnosis of the ailment and a prescription for its cure will be found in
France, "Technology Gap" Demands "Hard Choices" of Europe, EUROPEAN COM-
MUNITY, Mar. 1967, at 18. Defense Secretary McNamara has cited education as a
handicap to European economic growth, pointing out that 40% of the United States
college-age population is attending college, as against 10% in the U.K., 15% in
France, and 7% in Germany and Italy. Address by Secretary McNamara, Millsaps
College Convocation, Jackson, Mississippi, Feb. 24, 1967, reported in 33 VITAL
SPEECHES 357 (1967).
2 See generally The Encouragement and Protection of Investment in Developing Coun-
tries, 11 INTERNATIONAL AND COMPARATIVE LAW QUARTERLY [INT'L & COMP. L.Q.]
SuPP. PUB. No. 3 (1962).
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far more modern than some glass plants we have in the United
States. The float process for making glass is a capital-intensive,
high-technology technique that might be completely unsuited to the
needs, skills, and resources of some other countries. Many develop-
ing countries could benefit much more from technological investment
in agriculture. Indeed, the miracle of progress in American agricul-
ture outstrips our success in industry. This is the forthcoming fron-
tier in the less developed countries, which are rapidly becoming more,
rather than less, dependent on non-domestic food supplies. Latin
America, Africa, and Asia exported a net annual average of 5 million
tons of grain in 1934-1938. Today they import some 78 million
tons a year.
For some less developed countries, the purchase of technological
know-how - through patent royalty and licensing arrangements,
joint ventures, and capital investment by the business firms of other
countries - might be the easiest, quickest, and least expensive way
to obtain the desired results. Others may simply want to buy the
products of foreign technology. Absolute technological equality is
not essential. From the standpoint of trade expansion, it is not even
beneficial. If every country were as advanced in computer technology
as the United States, for example, there would be little trade in
computers. Technological inequality in the sense of differing fields
of specialization actually stimulates trade.
What is essential is the opportunity to obtain and develop tech-
nology. The less developed countries say the technology they des-
perately need exists in the world, but it is too often available to them
at a cost and on terms they cannot meet. The technology they want
is owned largely by private companies, so the opportunities for gov-
ernment action by the United States and other industrialized free-
enterprise countries are necessarily limited.
A. Private Investment in Less Developed Countries
There is a wide array of ways by which the United States en-
courages American private investment in the less developed countries.
In addition to the AID program, the Commerce Department sends
out trade missions to develop business and investment opportunities
for American industry, circulates trade and investment leads to Amer-
ican businessmen, and provides many other business services that
contribute to the transfer of American technology to less developed
countries. There may be possibilities for additional action. Last year
the National Export Expansion Council, which advises the Secretary
of Commerce on international business policies and programs, formed
an Action Committee to come up with suggestions. Recently the
proposals of this Action Committee on U.S. Trade and Investment
VOL. 44
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in Developing Countries were approved by the NEEC and made
public."
The Committee suggested, among other things, that (1) United
States firms should step up the level and quality of their trade and
investment efforts in the less developed countries. Since 70 percent
of the world's total population lives in less developed areas, the
Committee considers it short-sighted to give them marginal attention.
(2) The less developed countries themselves should make new and
objective reviews of the unique contributions of capital, technology,
and skills which business firms from the United States and other
industrialized countries can make to their development objectives.
In the light of these reviews, their governments should then seek to
develop programs which will act to minimize barriers and maximize
incentives to potential foreign private investment.
26
B. International Assistance to Less Developed Countries
Of all the things the less developed countries can do to improve
their investment climate, one of the most important is to provide
basic legal protection for industrial property rights.27 To this end,
the United International Bureau for the Protection of Intellectual
Property (BIRPI) has developed a Model Law for Developing
Countries on Inventions." Any less developed country can adopt
or adapt this model law. There are options on controversial ques-
tions, so each country can frame the law to fit its own needs. BIRPI
has also prepared a model trademark law, which will soon be pub-
lished. Especially adapted to the needs of countries with basically
non-industrialized economies, the model covers trademarks, trade
names and unfair competition.2"
Another new international effort to help the less developed
countries is being made through the United Nations Industrial De-
velopment Organization (UNIDO), established by the U.N. General
25 Contained in Report of the Action Comm. of the Nat'l Export Expansion Council,
Trade and Investment in Developing Countries, Apr. 3, 1967.
26 New studies of the nature of technological change, and of the transfer process are
appearing rapidly. The U.N. Conference on the Application of Science and Tech-
nology for the Benefit of the Less Developed Areas produced a valuable series of
papers on the subject from technical specialists, planners and policy-makers. The
United States papers for the Conference have been published (U.S. Government Print-
ing Office 1963). On the methodology of technological change, see M. Boretsky,
Comparative Progress in Technology, Productivity, and Economic Efficiency: U.S.S.R.
vs. U.S.A., in NEW DIRECTIONS IN THE SOVIET ECONOMY, studies prepared for the
JOINT ECONOMIC COMM., 89th Cong., 2d Sess. (1966).
27 The Role of Patents in the Transfer of Technology to Developing Countries, U.N.
Doc. E/3861/Rev. 1 (1964).
28 UNITED INTERNATIONAL BUREAUX FOR THE PROTECTION OF INTELLECTUAL PROP-
ERTY, BIRPI PUB. No. 801(E), MODEL LAW FOR DEVELOPING COUNTKIFS ON
INVENTIONS (1965).
2 See Offner, Draft Model Law for Developing Countries on Marks, Trade Names,
Indications of Source, and Unfair Competition - An Appraisal, 56 THE TRADEMARK
Rs P. 831 (Nov. 1966).
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Assembly last December to replace the U.N. Center for Industrial
Development. UNIDO is an action group. Under its Special Indus-
trial Services Program, it sends trained consultants out to less devel-
oped countries requesting assistance on specific problems, such as
plant management and quality control. The U.N. has provided such
technical assistance in the agricultural and health fields for many
years. Now it is extending its effort into the industrial area.
UNIDO is also organizing an international symposium on in-
dustrial development which will be the first international meeting
of governments to concentrate on the problems and prospects of
industrial development. The three-week symposium, open to all U.N.
member nations, will be held in Athens, starting November 29, 1967.
In March 1968, in New Delhi, another U.N. meeting, the second
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD),
will focus on the problems of the less developed countries in expand-
ing their exports and obtaining technological know-how.80
IV. A LAWYER'S MENU: PATENTS, TRADEMARKS, STANDARDS
A fourth issue is how to enact laws and build institutions which
will maximize the benefits which science and technology - to a great
extent through business - can make available to people. Here is
where many of the lawyer's skills come into play.A'
A. Patents
Variations in patent law and practice from country to country
often result in duplication of efforts, uncertainties, and unnecessary
expenses which impede, if not discourage patent protection, thereby
delaying the transfer of technology from one nation to another."
The Convention of Paris for the Protection of Industrial Prop-
erty (Paris Union),8 of which the United States has been a member
since 1887, sets forth the basic rights of patent applicants in the
member states, regardless of an applicant's country of origin. But
in today's world trade it is not practical to continue to operate on
the principle of territoriality which necessitates separate applications
in each country in order to obtain adequate protection of those rights.
30 A general statement on the problems and some possible solutions in this area is
presented in the U.N. report preparatory to the first UNCTAD Conference, Towards
a New Trade Policy for Development, U.N. Doc. E/CoNF. 46/3 (1964).
31 For a study of the innovative process and the legal and other circumstances which
foster invention and innovation, see DEP'T OF COMMERCE, TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVA-
TION: ITs ENVIRONMENT AND MANAGEMENT (1967) (referred to as the "Charpie
Report" after the name of Robert A. Charpie, Chairman of the Panel, an advisory
committee of private citizens reporting to the Secretary of Commerce).
32 The importance of patent policy in overall corporate planning is described in Ship-
man, International Patent Planning, HAv. Bus. REV., Mar.-Apr. 1967, at 56.
33 Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property, Mar. 20, 1883, 25 Stat. 1372




The United States is participating with other nations and with
BIRPI,8 1 the Secretariat for the Paris Union, in expanding interna-
tional patent cooperation to make it easier to obtain adequate patent
protection in both domestic and foreign markets. For example, active
steps are being taken to develop a patent cooperation treaty to pro-
vide for a single international filing which could be utilized in lieu
of the multiple, duplicate, foreign national filings now required.
In addition, the United States Patent Office is engaged in a series of
search exchange programs with a number of other countries. Patent
Office experts are also studying the international classification sys-
tem, to see how it and the United States system might be harmonized.
Other programs, developed to assist the United States Patent Office,
and American attorneys and businessmen, could also benefit their
counterparts in other countries. Present activity in the field of docu-
mentation, which includes plans for improved accessibility of pub-
lished technological data, is one example of such programs.
In order to provide a suitable basis in our domestic patent law
for this program of expanded international patent cooperation, and
to modernize the United States patent system, President Johnson has
proposed a general revision of the patent laws. The Patent Reform
Act of 1967, 35 transmitted by the President to the Congress on Feb-
ruary 21, 1967, would bring about the first major revision of these
laws in more than 130 years.
The proposals are based upon the Report of the President's
Commission on the Patent System. 6 The Commission was appointed
by the President in 1965 to study ways "to ensure that the patent
system will be more effective in serving the public interest .... 31
Ten leading citizens representing the business, scientific and aca-
demic communities and the bar served on the Commission together
with representatives of the Secretary of Commerce, the Secretary of
Defense, the Administrator of the Small Business Administration,
and the Director of the National Science Foundation. The Report
of the Commission testifies eloquently to the fruitfulness of interac-
tion between informed businessmen, the bar, and members of other
disciplines. Based on the practical experience of their companies, the
business members were able to delineate lines of approach in the
34 Bureaux Internationaux Reunis pour la Protection de la Propriete Intellectuelle,
Geneva, Switzerland, the administering body of several industrial property and
copyright conventions.
35S. 1042, H.R. 5924, H.R. 6043, 90th Cong., 1st Sess. (1967).
36 PRESIDENT'S COMM'N ON THE PATENT SYSTEM, REPORT, To PROMOTE THE PROGRESS
OF . . . USEFUL ARTS IN AN AGE OF EXPLODING TECHNOLOGY (1966). See O'Brien,
An Appraisal of the Report of the President's Commission on the Patent System, 49
J. OF THE PATENT OFFICE SOC'Y 139 (1967), which includes the text of the
legislation proposed and a sectional analysis.
3 Exec. Order No. 11,215, 3 C.F.R. 123-25 (Supp. 1965).
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interest of simplification and improvement of industrial property
rights protection which heretofore did not always coincide with the
preferences and traditions which mold the patent lawyer's opinion on
these issues.
Acting Under Secretary of Commerce Hollomon, urging enact-
ment of the patent proposals, pointed out that basic revision of the
system was essential "for it to serve effectively to stimulate the de-
velopment and public disclosure of new technology and to provide
incentives rather than barriers, to international trade.'"'"
B. Trademarks
In the trademark field, we are exploring the possibility of de-
veloping a sound and workable international program that will pro-
vide better protection than is now available. We must have adequate
protection for United States trademarks. They are valuable export
assets.39
The most important aspect of the problem is the number of
jurisdictions in which a proposed mark must be searched, cleared,
and filed. Separate actions in more than 150 different jurisdictions
are required for American companies to extend protection of a brand
name to the rest of the world.4" An international filing procedure,
commonly called the Madrid Arrangement, was established in 1896
under the Madrid Agreement for International Registration of Trade-
marks, but the United States is not a member of this treaty. The
filing system is still operating successfully for 21 countries, prin-
cipally European, but a United States trademark owner can obtain
registration under the system only if he has a bona fide industrial or




The American businessman who has been kept out of a foreign
market because his product - quality and performance notwithstand-
38 Statement of J. Herbert Hollomon, Acting Under Secretary of Commerce, Hearings
on H.R. 5924 before Subcomm. No. 3, House Comm. on the judiciary, 90th Cong.,
ist Sess. (1967).
3 See E. OFFNER, INTERNATIONAL TRADEMARK PROTECTION (1965); Lightman,
Trademarks as "Silent Salesman," INT'L CoM., Oct. 28, 1963, at 2.
40 See St. Landau, The Handling of Trademarks Abroad by United States Companies,
56 THE TRADEMARK REP. 207 (Apr. 1966).
41 Consideration is being given to United States adherence. The positions for and
against adherence are propounded in 56 THE TRADEMARK REP. No. 5 (May 1966).
(See especially Allen, A Report on the Madrid Agreement, at 290, for a discussion
of the advantages of adherence to American industry, the effect on domestic trade-
mark practice, and cost implications; and Ladas, The Madrid Agreement for the




ing - does not meet foreign standards is well aware that standards
can be a crucial factor in international trade. Various groups, includ-
ing the Panel on Engineering and Commodity Standards of the Com-
merce Technical Advisory Board (the LaQue Committee) ,42 have
suggested that the role of the United States in international standard-
ization should be strengthened. Unlike the other industrialized coun-
tries, the United States is not represented officially by government
delegates in international standardization organizations. This means
that we cannot effectively encourage the international adoption of
standards which would be more harmonious with American tech-
nological and industrial practices. Legislation has been proposed to
improve this situation. An international standardization bill pending
in Congress would provide grants to qualified standardization organ-




Free trade arrangements and common markets provide another
important possible step toward faster use of technology to raise eco-
nomic levels. The European Economic Community and European
Free Trade Area in Europe have opened up wider markets, as we
hope the proposed Latin American Common Market will do in Latin
America. Such markets provide a non-technical but very important
boost to technically based agriculture or industry. Within these mar-
kets, much can be done by legal reform to make conditions suitable
for innovation to succeed."' Attorneys in private practice and law-
yers of the EEC Commission staff are coping with antitrust problems
as the European Common Market moves ahead toward unification
of national laws. 5 Common Market lawyers are also working to-
42 The major recommendation of the industry group was to establish a new federally
chartered institute to coordinate voluntary standardization activities in the United
States. The report of the panel ("The LaQue Report") is available from the Clearing-
house for Federal Scientific and Technical Information, U.S. Dep't of Commerce,
Springfield, Virginia 22151 '(Rep. Nos. PB 166811 and PB 16681).
4 S. 997, 90th Cong., 1st Sess. (1967).
"Among other innovations, the Central American states, for example, have entered
into a treaty permitting "integration industries" and making valuable privileges
available to companies operating in the area. Convenio sobre el Regimen de Industrias
Centroamericanas de Integracion, signed by Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras, Nica-
ragua and Costa Rica, June 10, 1958; Protocol, Jan. 29, 1963; INSTITUTO INTER-
AMERICANO DE ESTUDIOS JURIDICOS INTERNACIONALES, INSTRUMENToS RELATIVOS A
LA INTEGRACION ECONOMICA EN AMERICA LATINA 57 (1964).
0See Gaudet, The Common Market and the Law, INFORMATION SERVICE OF THE
EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, COMMUNrrY Topics No. 4 (reprinted from ANNALES
DE DROIT ET DE SCIENCES POLTIQUEs, Tome XVI, No. 2, Brussels, 1961); Grisoli,
The Impact of the European Economic Community on the Movement of the Uni-
fication of Law, 26 LAw & CoNTEMP. PROB. 418 (1961).
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ward a Community-wide corporation law,"' a common patent law
and a common trademark law.47 This year work is being started to
harmonize taxes under a common system of tax on the value added
at each stage of manufacture.
48
On December 17, 1966, the U.N. General Assembly acted unani-
mously to establish a United Nations Commission on International
Trade Law to unify and harmonize divergent national laws in this
important field. The Commission will hold its first session in 1968.
Since it will be working in fields affecting both national law and
trade practices, its activities merit close attention by the corporate
bar and lawyers generally.
49
CONCLUSION
Changes through the world are vastly enlarging the dimensions
of international law - and the role of the international lawyer. The
scientific and business ingenuity of the United States has helped us
achieve our preeminent position in world trade. We need these ex-
port earnings to help pay for our broad international responsibilities.
Differences in industrial effectiveness between the United States and
Western Europe merit thoughtful analysis so we can better under-
46 INTERNATIONAL LAW ASSOCIATION, REPORT OF THE 45TH CONFERENCE at 43
(1952); Conard, Corporate Fusion in the Common Market, 14 AM. J. COMP. L. 573
(1965-1966) ; Thompson, The Project for a Commercial Company of European Type,
10 INT'L & COMP. L.Q. 851 (1961); Legal Disparities Obstruct Intra-Community
Mergers, EUROPEAN COMMUNITY, June 1966, at 6; Fligler, Multinational Public
Enterprises, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, June 1967.
Continental European literature on this subject is extensive. E.g., EUROPEAN
ECONOMIC COMMUNITY, SuPP. BULL. No. 9/10-1966, MEMORANDUM BY THE
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY ON THE ESTABLISHMENT
OF EUROPEAN COMPANIES; WANG, DIE EUROPAISCHE AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT IN DER
E.W.G. (1964); Dorat des Monts, Vers un droit europeen des societes commer-
ciales, 39 JURIS CLASSEUR PERIODIQUE, LA SEMAINE JURIDIQUE 1-1896 (Mar. 3,
1965) ; Fikentscher & Grossfeld, The Proposed Directive on Company Law, 2 COM-
MON MARKET L. REV. 259 '(1964); Lecourt & Chevallier, Comment progresse le
rapprochement des legislations europeenes?, RECUEIL DALLOZ-CHRONIQUE 24
(June 30, 1965) ; Patry, La Societe Anonyme de Type Europeen, ETUDES DE DROIT
COMMERCIAL EN L'HONNEUR DE PAUL CARRY 29 (1964) ; Rault, Pour la creation
d'une societe commerciale de type europeen, 13 REVUE TRIMESTRIELLE DE DROIT
COMMERCIAL 741 (1960); Sanders, Vers une Societe Anonyme Europeene?, REVISTA
DELLE SOCIETA 1163 (1959); Thihierge, La Statut Des Societes Etrangeres, LE
STATUT DE L'ETRANGER ET LE MARCHE COMMUN, 57TH CONGRESS OF FRENCH
NOTARIES, Tours (1959); Vasseur, A Company of European Type, 1964 JOURNAL
OF BUSINESS LAW 358 and 1965 id. 73; Vasseur, Quelques Arguments pour une
Societe de Type Europeen, 83 REVUE DES SOCIETES 18 (1965); Willemetz, Une
Societe de Type Europeen, 21 REVUE Du MARCHE COMMUN 38 (1960).
47 A summary analysis of the proposed European Patent Law is set out in 45 J. OF THE
PATENT OFFICE SOCY No. 3 (Mar. 1963). See also Restrictive Practices, Patents,
Trade Marks and Unfair Competition in the Common Market, 11 INT'L & COMP.
L.Q., SUPP. PUB. No. 4, at 153 (1962).
48 Community Draws Nearer to Economic Unity: EEC "Value Added" Tax System,
First Medium-Term Economic Program Approved, EUROPEAN COMMUNITY, Mar.
1967, at 30.
49 Stavropoulos, The United Nations Commission on International Trade Law, 4
U.N. Monthly Chronicle 89 (No. 4, 1967).
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stand some of the resulting political and economic implications.
Much greater effort needs to be spent toward bringing the benefits
of science to bear upon the economic needs of the less developed
countries. The legal profession has much to contribute toward build-
ing the laws and the institutions within which science and industry
can raise productivity and better serve our own people and the trans-
national world in which we live. Never before has the international
lawyer had a more challenging opportunity to make full and bene-
ficial use of his creative talents.50
,0 Cf. Graupner, Some Recent Aspects of the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign
Judgments in Western Europe, 12 INT'L & COMP. L.Q. (1963); Nadelmann, Assump-
tion of Bankruptcy Jurisdiction Over Non-Residents, 41 TUL. L. REv. 75 (1966);
and Stein, Assimilation of National Laws as a Function of European Integration, 58
AM. J. INT'L L. 1 (1964). The subject-matter of the foregoing articles illustrates
some of the problems and challenges. Widening U.S. participation in unification-
of-law activities, resulting from U.S. membership (since 1963) in the Hague Con-
ference on Private International Law and the International (Rome) Institute for the
Unification of Private Law, is a major development which will have growing signifi-
cance to businessmen and lawyers concerned with international private law and
practices. For materials on the range of problems see the symposium, Unification of
Law, 30 LAW & CONTEMP. PROB. 231 (1965).
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